Abstract. Let W be an irreducible finite or affine Weyl group of simply-laced type. We show that any w ∈ W with a(w) 6 satisfies Condition (C): w = x · w J · y for some x, y ∈ W and some J ⊆ S with W J finite and (w J ) = a(w) (see 0.1-0.2 for the notation w J , W J , (w) and a(w)). We also show that if L is a left cell of W all of whose elements satisfy of W generated by J whenever W J is finite. For x, y ∈ W , we use the notation w = x · y to mean w = xy and (w) = (x) + (y). Consider the following condition on w ∈ W :
(C) w = x · w J · y for some x, y ∈ W and some J ⊆ S with (w J ) = a(w).
0.3.
In the present paper, we focus our attention on the case where W is an irreducible finite or affine Weyl group of simply-laced type, i. For any w ∈ W , define L(w) = {s ∈ S | sw < w}. For any left cell L of W , define
By the exchanging condition on a Coxeter system (see [3, Subsection 1.7] ), one can
show, for any w ∈ W , that the group W J with J := L(w) is always finite and that w = w J · (w J w) (see Lemma 1.11).
The main results of the paper can be stated as follows.
Theorem A. Suppose that Condition (C) holds on all elements in a left cell L of W .
(1) If w = w J · x ∈ E min (L) with J = L(w), then the distinguished involution (see (1.4.2) for the definition) in L has the expression x
Theorem B. Let W be an irreducible finite or affine Weyl group of simply-laced type.
Let L be a left cell of W with m := a(L) 6. The assertions of Theorems A, B have been verified in the following cases:
(1) Any w ∈ L satisfies Condition (C). (2) Any w ∈ E(L)
(a) W is a finite or affine Weyl group and L is a left cell of W containing a fullycommutative element (see [13] ).
(b) The group W is as in (a) and L is a left cell of W contained in the lowest two-sided cell of W under a certain partial order (see [8] and 1.3).
The equation E min (L) = E(L) always holds for any left cell L of W in cases (a)-(b)
above (see [8] , [13] ). Hence these left cells of W are left-connected by Theorem A (2). The above facts support a conjecture of Lusztig in [1] that any left cell of an affine
Weyl group is left-connected.
In general, the assertions (1)- (2) To any w ∈ W , we associate two subsets of S as follows.
L(w) = {s ∈ S | sw < w} and R(w) = {s ∈ S | ws < w}.
Let
] be the ring of all Laurent polynomials in an indeterminate u with integer coefficients. The Hecke algebra H of W over A is an associative A-algebra with two sets of A-bases {T x | x ∈ W } and {C w | w ∈ W }, satisfying the relations 
For any
In [5] , Lusztig defined a function a : W → N by
The following are some known properties of the function a:
. So we may define the a-value a(X) on a left (respectively, right, two-sided) cell X of W to be a(x)
for any x ∈ X (see [5] ).
(2) a(w J ) = (w J ) for any J ⊆ S with W J finite (see [5] ). a(x), a(y) (see [5] ).
(see [6] ).
Let δ(z) = deg P 1,z for z ∈ W , where 1 is the identity of the group W . Define
Then Lusztig proved in [6] that For any x ∈ W , we have
x (see [6] ). 
λ(x, y) is equal to the last term y r of the sequence and that λ(x, y) is a left (respectively, right) extension of y (respectively, x).
In particular, we have
by 1.4 (6) . We conjectured in [10, Conjecture 8.10] 
2) for some (and then for all by Lemma 1.
Note that elements in a left string forms a left primitive pair, where we take r = 0 in the above definition.
The following result is well known. Since only the " left-handed " versions of these concepts will be applied in this paper, we shall omit the adjective " left "by simply call them a string, a star operation and a primitive pair respectively from now on.
Next two results will be useful in subsequent sections. 
Proof. We prove our result via the Tits representation of the Coxeter system (W, S) (see ( In this section, we prove Theorem A, and also prove Theorem B by assuming Proposition 2.4. Assume that W is an irreducible finite or affine Weyl group of simply-laced type throughout the section. Hence w = x · w J · y , as required. 
Proof of Theorem
Next we want to prove Theorem B. First consider the case of
By a partition λ of n, we mean a sequence
.., λ r ) and call λ i a part of λ. Let Λ n be the set of all partitions of n. A partition λ can also be denoted by (a 
J i of non-empty maximal subsets J i consisting of consecutive nodes along the circle Γ. We may assume
by adding a proper number of parts 1 at the end. We have a(
, where
So the inequality a(w) 6 holds if and only if the partition φ(w) is in the following list:
), (32
), (2
), (32 (λ) satisfy Condition (C). This generalizes Theorem B.
We can prove Theorem B by assuming Proposition 2.4.
Proof of Theorem B.
Assertions (1)- (2) follow by Proposition 2.3 and Lemma 2.1 In this section, we collect some more results on Coxeter groups for later use. Fig. 2 (a) . Fig. 2 (b) . In this case, if t is a branching node then W = D n for some n > 4 and w is a retraction of
where Γ is as in Fig. 2 (c) .
Proof. This follows directly from the classification of an irreducible finite and affine
Weyl group of simply-laced type and by the assumption that (1) There exist some s ∈ J and x ∈ I with sx = xs such that s, x commute with any z ∈ J \ {s} (see Fig. 3 (a) ). such that s, r, x commute with any z ∈ (J ∪ I) \ {s, r, x} (see Fig. 3 (d) ). on W and/or w below:
In the subsequent sections, we shall frequently apply the results (iv)-(v) below: Proof. By Lemmas 1.11, 3.2 and U (3) on w, we need only to consider the cases where any t ∈ L(w J w) commutes with at most one element in {s, r, u}, i.e., the cases (1)- (2) below by 3.3 (iv):
(1) w = sru · t · w 1 for some w 1 ∈ W , where L(w J w) = {t}, and Γ has a subgraph in Fig. 4 (a) or (b).
(2) w = sru · tv · w 1 for some w 1 ∈ W , where L(w J w) = {t, v}, and Γ has a subgraph in Fig. 4 (c) . We claim that {sw, w} is a primitive pair. For, let z 0 = w,
We see that z c is obtained from z 0 by the same sequence of star operations as z c from z 0 .
We have z 0 --z 0 by (1.2.3) and hence z i --z i for 1 i c by Lemma 1.8. We also 
Finally assume that we are in the case of (ii) w = sur · tv · uy · tx · szy · w 2 for some w 2 ∈ W with W = E 7 as in Fig. 5 (a) .
(iii) w = sur · tv · uyz · w 2 for some w 2 ∈ W with W = D 6 as in Fig. 5 (b) . In the case (i), either rw or sw can be obtained from w by a star operation; while in any of the cases (ii)-(iii), {uw, w} is a primitive pair. As an example, let us explain why {uw, w} is a primitive pair in the case (ii). Proof. By 3.3 (iv)-(v) and U (3) on w, we need only to consider the following cases:
where Γ has a subgraph in 
and r c+2 ∈ L(z c+1 ) \ L(z c+1 ) by Lemma 1.12. This proves the claim. and U (4; 1) on w, one of the following cases must occur: (1) for some w 2 ∈ W and c 2 with v c ∈ {t, u}, where Γ has a subgraph in Fig. 8 (a) ; (4) for some w 2 ∈ W and c 2 with
where Γ has a subgraph in Fig. 8 (b) ; (4) for some w 2 ∈ W and c 0 with
, where Γ has a subgraph in Fig. 8 (c) . Proof. We may write w = w J · w I · w 1 for some w 1 ∈ W with J = L(w) and I = L(w J w)
by Lemma 1.11. By 3.3 (iv)-(v) and U (4; 2) on w, we need only to consider the case of Γ having a subgraph Γ as one in Fig. 9 (1)- (7), where the vertices at the left (respectively, right) column of Γ belong to J (respectively, I). Say z = sv without loss of generality. Hence
for some w 2 ∈ W . Hence sw (respectively, rw) can be obtained from w by an {s, v}-(respectively, {r, v}-) star operation if k is even (respectively, odd). with (s, r, t, u, v, x) = (v 0 , v 1 , v c+1 , v c+2 , v 2 , v c ) up to a graph automorphism on Γ, where Γ is in Fig. 10 (c) . We claim that {v 0 w, w} is a primitive pair. 
). This proves our claim. Now assume that exactly one (say v without loss of generality) of v, x is a branching node of Γ, then by Lemma 1.11, we have w = srtu · vx · y 1 y 2 · · · y c for some c 2 with Γ having a subgraph in Fig. 10 (a) and y c ∈ {t, u}, Then {w, sw} is a primitive pair. on w, one of the following cases must occur by relabelling elements of S if necessary:
for some w 2 ∈ W and some c 2 with t = u c , where Γ has a subgraph in Fig. 11 (a) ; (
for some w 2 ∈ W and some c 0, where Γ has a subgraph in Fig. 11 (b) , and t = u i for any 1 i c + 2.
In either of the cases (i), (ii), {rw, w} is a primitive pair. and U (4; 3) on w, we see that w 1 must be a right extension of rvyr, rvxr or rxyr.
Say rvyr without loss of generality. Then uw can be obtained from w by a {u, x}-star operation.
In the case (c), 
and y c ∈ L(z c ) \ L(z c ) by Lemma 1.12. This proves our claim. on w, we see that w 1 is a right extension of either (i) y 1 y 2 · · · y c with y c = u for some c 2 and Γ has a subgraph as in Fig. 18 (a) , or (ii) y 1 y 2 · · · y c y c+1 y c+2 with y i = u for any 1 i c + 2, some c 0 and Γ has a subgraph as in Fig. 18 (b) . In either case, {rw, w} is a primitive pair (comparing with case (14)). 
